Grade 3 Homework
Date: (6 – 9 April 2021) and (12 – 16 April 2021)
Week 4

Weekday

English Home Language
Read:
 DBE p.44
 Answer questions DBE p.45 (top of the page)
(Make sure to practise your reading)

Phonics:
 Complete the “Word work” on DBE p.45. Write the sentences in your


Monday

homework book.
Find the words in the story with the given sounds and write them in the
correct column (DBE p.45 – middle of page).

Writing:
Use “My grade 3 learner book” (page 1 and 8) to assist you.
 Complete DBE p.46 (past tense and punctuation)
 Write the following in past tense in your homework book:
 We sit in the class.
 She plays the piano.
 We go to town.
Handwriting:
 Practise the following in cursive (Write each x 10 in your homework
book):

April
Read:




Tuesday

DBE p.48
Answer questions DBE p.49 (top of the page)
Number the pictures in the correct order and write a sentence about each
picture DBE p.50
(Make sure to practise your reading)

Phonics:


Complete the “Word work” on DBE p.49. Write the sentences in your
homework book.

Writing:



Complete the past tense activity on DBE p.51

Handwriting:


Practise to write the following words in cursive (a full line):

/bright Bright
/bridge Bridge
/river River
/red Red /
write Write
/where Where
Read:

 DBE p.52
 Answer questions DBE p.53 (top of the page)
 Complete DBE p.54
(Make sure to practise your reading)

Phonics



Wednesday

Complete the “Word work” on DBE p.53. Write the sentences in your
homework book (middle of page).
Write the words into the correct sound boxes (DBE p.55)

Handwriting:


Write the following sentences in cursive in your homework book:

I /like to /write.
We /are /going /to /the /mall.
Can /you /come /visit /me?
Are /you /going /to /braai?
You /must /s/it /s/till!
Listening and Speaking:


Look at the picture and talk about what you see (DBE p.56).

Read:

Thursday

 Read DBE p.56
 Answer the questions on DBE p.57
(Make sure to practise your reading)

Phonics:


Complete the “Word work” on DBE p.57 and p.61. Write the sentences in
your homework book.

Writing:




Complete the past tense at the bottom of DBE p.58 and the top of DBE
p.59
Complete the alphabetical order on DBE p.59 (middle of page)

Handwriting:


Write a – z (small letter and capital letter) in cursive in your homework
book.

A /a

Read:


Read your favourite book that you have.

Phonics:


Friday

Play the game on DBE p.47.

Fun:




DBE p.55 (bottom of page)
DBE p.59 (bottom of page)

WORK HARD and ENJOY YOUR WEEKEND!

